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THE IMPORTAICE OF PRESCHOOL MUSIC IH THE CHURCH SCHOOL
In recent years there has been a growing interest in
children of preschool age. The development of niirsery schools
their addition to our educational system, the recent in
vestigations in the field of child psychology, and the studies
of fflodem educators into the interests of child life, have
brought before us more forcibly than ever the fact that it is
legitimate to be a child, "At least in theory grown people
no longer regard the baby as a fascinating toy, or a twig to
be bent, or merely a soul to be saved by a prescribed method.*^
We now thlitife of the child as a developing individual, a person
in his own right, and not merely a miniature adult�
In educational work the tern preschool includes those
years of childhood occurring between two years and six^ In
cluded in this age group are children in nursery school and
kindergarten. There is no specific day or month when a child
advances from the nursery level to the kindergarten level; the
transition is gradual, depending upon the individual child.
But there are certain characteristics which mark the advance and
these are definite enough to make separation necessary.
1. Use Forest, '^ing a Child in the lodem World,"
Tfte- Elementary Teacher. 7:483, November, 1934.
2The ohurch &oh��l, in its proper interpretation, means
more than the usual Smday-school hour. Included in it can
he an extended session on Simday or on a weekday, and a va
cation church school of several weeks in the summer.
Preschool music as used in the church school means
more than the songs which are taught to the children. It in
cludes the songs that the children sing, th� songs that the
teacher sings to the children, the guiet music that is played
by the phonograph, the line of song that some child creates,
the rhythms that are shared by the teacher ^d children, be
sides niMerous other usee for music that can be foimd in the
preschool d^artaents. Some of these will be discussed in
<&apter T.
To be in keeping with the interests of the children, the
music should not include Just any piece or Just any song. Music
has been used in the nursery and the kindergarten since the days
when they first became a part of the church school, but because
the teachers have not always had a knowledge of i^ild psychol<^
nor an \mderstanding of child life the music used has not always
been such as was appropriate for children of that age. ^To the
church school falls the c^ief responsibility for using music in
2
the religious development of children," If that religious
development is to be normal, meaningful, and continual, the
2. Hizabeth Mclwen Shields , Music ^ the Religious Growth
of Children {Sew Tork: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1943), p. ^7.
3mtislo used to help in its development must be musie which has
been written for the preschool child, or that i^ich can be
adapted for use with children of this age. Such factors as
the child's abilities, eaqpe:^iences, aad understanding must
serve as guides for each piece of music used with the child.
The Ifeed for Music in the Preschool Tears
�Music is imdoabtedly a language and like speech should
belong to everyone.*^ Music belongs to life from babyhood on
ward De Husette goes on to say; it is inseparable from life*
Kueic is a natural heritage.
Musie as the natural heritage of every child should
enter naturally into the life of the child. It will be recog
nized that not every child is destined to be a concert arti|.8t.
Yet each is entitled to opportunities for musical experiences
which will enable him to appreciate great musie. fhe musical
developfeent of the child enters naturally into his life and
should be regarded as the result of growth rather than of forn^
training. Later on the child may enter of his own accord into
the life of music.
Music is an emotional outlet, a wholesome means of ex
pression for those feelings which detaand expression of some kind.
3. Louie E. de Rusette, Music Under Eight (Hew York:
E. P. Dutton & Company, 1936), p. 9.
4. ^ti� W. Coleman, Your ^ild�s Hueic (lew York: The
John Day Gmpaskf, 1939), p.
4developBent of the eaotional natures of our
youtb is vital to their happiness* One aim of edueation
is to produce stable � integrated personalities through prop^
emotional derel^^nt* Thus it would seem that eaoh ^ild is
entitled to that natural expression of emotion i^ieh comes
throu^ smsie; ^md we can give direction and heal^ to the
�aoti(mal life of the child hy selecting only the best music.*�
The i^ild 'Nrill ne^ the physical coordination, the rhy-
tl^e control � and the freedom in movement whicdi music shoiild
d^elop is him.*^ Bhf^im is a part of life. There is rhytto
in wallcing, rhythm iu running, rfeytto in breathinf* 8� also,
there is rhythm in music, this rhythm oalls to the child to
respond in activity, la the preschool child this response is
not always graeefiiO. or coordinated beoimse of iimatiaxe muscular
developiisnt; b^t repeated response brings continual developmast,
md development results in coordination, frcedt^, ^d control of
movement*
Musi� helps to develop the group spirit In- a child.
�The child starts as an individualist and in his early years
he is distinctly imti-sociai.*� Possessing rather than sharing
seems to be his wish, and everything revolves aromd himself*^
S. Ibid., p. 19
e� Hosmary Roorbach, Teaching #|Mren. |a |^mjl ,
^ureh (M&^ville, Tenn.j The Methodisf Ptiblishing House, 19461,
p* 48.
7* <#oleman� ^* Q^t.. p* 4.
8. Be ^sette, ^* git., p. 14*
9. l�oo* eit.
5la th� nuraexy eXase or the kindergarten class of the chnrch
school the child will find that the musie is not for him alone;
it is for the others as well and for all to share, l^ren tho\:^
the sharing takes place in both age groups one does not find
it as apparent at the nursery age level as at the kindergarten
age level.
The child "will need the spiritual influences i^ich the
love of good music will exert on him.""^^ Children *piok up*
that music which they hear. If they are constantly exposed to
the modem "Jazz* melodies those will be the tunes that become
the music of the child. The preschool departments of the church
school afford an excellent opportunity for awakening within the
child an appreciation for music that is worshipful and uplifting.
The Place of Music in the Religious Development
of the Preschool Child
fhrou^out the ages music and religion have been inter
woven* Each fills an instinctive need of man* They both hold
an important place in the development of the other soad in the
spiritual growth of man. There are several reasons why the
two are so closely related* Both religion and music speak a
universal language that transcends racial and national barrier%
and religion can express itself in music that appeals to yoong
as well as old, rich as well as poor. As has been mentioned
10. Coleman, qo, cit;* . p. 4.
6before, music is a soeialising mediiaa of expression, and there
is certainly a need in religion for an art that has not only
the power to draw one nearer to God but, at the same time, the
11
power to draw people nearer to each other,**
�The most important enterprise in which B&y generation
IS
is called to engage is the religious martiire of the young,*
says Mary Alios Jones, In teaching children, she goes on to
say, we are dealing not only with growing persons, but with
the eternal purposes of God as well, A child with his inno
cence and desire to learn has a plastic nature that needs to
be guided, moulded, and nurtured in the things of God before
we can expect him to enter consciously into the Christian life.
Any experiences, therefore, which we can provide in the pre�
school departments of the church s<^ool that will contribute
to the normal development of the religious nature of the child
have a valid reason for their existence,
Christianity is the worship of one God, It should be
the desire of church-school teachers saad religious educators
that children learn to worship Him. Through lack of training
or wrong training a child may have in his heart a strong fear
of or eaiger for God instead of the love which can have as its
results fellowship with God and a well balanced Christian life,
11, siiields, ��, cit. . pp. 21, 22.
12. Mary Alice Jones, *&tiide Posts for Learning, "Child
Guidance, in Christian Liyinp?, 6:441, October, 1942.
Ose way for lastilltug love for Ood Into the child* a heart is
through experiences of worship i^ich have �eiuaing for th� child #
Worship of God can be aroused within a child by music
as well as by stories, pictures, or prayers. Perhaps music
more than any other medium can bring about an atmosphere of
worship and can express more adequately the desire of a worship
ful heart, because music seems to be the langiiage of worship.
Adults find this to be true of their worship experiences. The
organ prelude as one eaiters the church sanctuary lifts the
heart to thoughts of God� and the worship and adoration of the
heart expresses itself in the p'eat hyi^s of the church. The
worship experience of a child is mush less formal than that of
an adult, but it can be induced and expressed Just as adequate^r
through music*
The religious concepts of children may be enriched and
developed through music. The songs used serve as a means of
expression for ideas of God, Jesus, the church, standards of
13
coBduet, and relationships with others. Both right and wrong
religious concepts can be expressed through the music, and it
is the teacher's responsibility to decide which concepts should
be presented to the children. Miat the Christian life means to
the teacher will influence her choice of music to be used with
the children, but it is hoped that teachers in the preschool
'
13. Shields, P� ^6.
8departments of the ohuroh school will want to guide the children
into situations that will help them develop a love for God,
Christian attitudes, and a desire to practice Christian ways of
living.
A teacher who is earnestly striving to lead children
into right ideas of God and into worshipftil experiences with
Him will he alert to the msyay opportunities which present them
selves as she works with children of preschool age. She may
devel<^ seconds of worship with individual groiips of dtiildren
^d help th^ hegin to sense that they can reach out toward God.
Many of these experiences of worship will find expression in
music. It will he important at such times that the teacher be
famiiliar with the kind of music appropriate for each experience.
"Basic holds a imique place in the development of the
religious life. If the church would make full use of this
finest of the fine arts in guiding the religious life of its
children, it must give careful attention to the children's early
musical development.*^* ^is leads to the need of a better
understanding of music in its relation to the child. In this
thesis an attest will be made to discover Just what the musical
abilities of the preschool child are, those religious concepts
that are within his \mderstanding, and some of the uses that can
be made of music in the preschool departments of the church
14, Shields, loo, cit.
9school. It is hoped that the information received as a result
of this study can be ^plied in such a way that preschool music
in the chur^ school will contribute as much as pos -ible to
the religious development of the child.
The child of preschool age needs musie because of the ex
periences which it contributes to his life. These experiences
are valuable because they help in the normal development of his
emotional life and in his growing appreciation of music. The
child needs music not only in his home environment but in his
church-school environment as well. Music has something to ccm-
tribute to his religious life. There are many cpportunities in
the preschool departments of the church school for using music
to guide the child in his worship and help him in the develop
ment of his religious concepts. It is important that the
teacher know how to choose the music and know how to use it
in such a way that it will contribute the most to the child's
religious development.
Because a right understanding of certain characteristics
and capacities of the preschool child will help in the selectioa
of music to be used with children of that age, attention will
now be directed to the musical abilities of the preschool
child.
CHAPTER II
THE MUSICAL ABILITY OF THE PRESCHOOL CHILD
That Musical Ability Which Is Inherited
And That Which is Acquired
^e musical ability of any person consists of that
which is iia^erited and that which is acquired. Investigations
have been made by Seashore and others in an attempt to dis
cover the part heredity and environment play in the development
of musieatl ability. Hot enough investigations or studies of
children of preschool ag� have been made to enable one to say
with authority that heredity contributes a specific amoiuit and
environment a specific amount to the child's musical ability.
Bxt the results obtained from the investigations that have been
made deserve consideration.
Sclusinfeld says, "Some unusual hereditary endowment is
essential for great musical achievement.*^ It is recognized
that opportunity and training are essential, but the talent must
be there before it can be cultivated* The person with averse
musical ability, although he often thinks otherwise, may not
become a great artist without the right opportunities. And yet
the naturally-endowed person in an unfavorable environment may
have his talent suppressed. In order to become an artist, it
1. Soheinfeld, Amram, assisted by Morton D. Schweitzer
illustrated by the author. You and Heredity. Garden City, New
York: Garden City Publishing Co., Inc. 1945. 434 pp.
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would eeem then that both an unusual inherited musioal apti
tude and a favorable .environment are needed*
But there are many people with musical ability who are
not artists and perhl^^s have no \musual hereditary endowment.
"Music ability exists in some degree in every so-called normal
child, says Satis Coleman* The opacity for the enjoyment of
musie seems to be evident in the child from babyhood onward.
Even the smallest baby finds contentment in his mother's lulla
bies, and when older, though still a baby, he enjoys the rhythm
experience of shalcing his rattle* As the child advances in
age and as his muscular control becomes coordinated he shows
increased evidences of musical aptitude* A sa&all child enjoys
beating on a dnsa, or "stomping on the pi&ao," as one child ex
pressed it, or ringing the bell of his tricycle* Very few
childr<m are without the opportunity of expressing themselves
musically in scaae way. But even if each child does possess some
musical ability the environment in which that child is reared
will have its influence upon the degree to which that ability is
developed*
Crates in Human g^etics raainds us that there are basic
qualities in connection with musical ability which are affected
very little by practice, age, musical training, sex, or general
intelligence�such qualities as sense of pitch, sense of ia-
'
2. Satis S. Coleman. Your Child's Music (Hew York:
The John Day Company, 1939}, p. 23l
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tensity, secise of time, and tonal memory.^ The Seashore studies
confirm the belief that "the senses of harmony and of rhythm
can be developed only to the extent made possible by the indi
vidual's liiherent capacities.** Ooleman writes, "I have never
dealt with a child who had not the capacity for some kind of
musical experience that was vital to hirn.*^ Morgan says that
it seems to have been refuted that rhythmic ability is an innate
capacity which is independisit of training.^ Whatever the final
deoisiim of the psychologists will be, whether the child has an
inherited capacity for rhytim and music or not, it seems evident
that an ^vironment in which opportimity is given for musical
experiences is necessary for the development of musical ability*
fhe musical experiences in the ^vironment of the child
play an important part in his musical development and in his
acquisition of musical ability. As these experiences are pro
vided for the child ^e teacher should be familiar with some
factors lipon which learning is dependent*
"Learning is dependent on maturation," The music abil
ity of the preschool child will naturally not be as far developed
as that of a mature person, but even though he is immature the
3. Reginald Ruggles Gates, m^man Genetics (lew York:
The Macmillan Company, 1946), p. 1157,
4* Soheinfeld & Schweitzer, gE* � P� 257,
5, Col^aaan, loo, cit,
6* John J. B. Morganf Child Fsyohology (third edition;
Sew York: Rinehart & Goii5)any, Inc, 1946), p. 154.
7, Your Child from ^e to Revised, Federal Security
Agency, Social Security Administration, U.S. Childrens aireau,
I�ublication 30, 1945, p, 38,
13
^lld Is sapabls of many musical expsxisuoss. If the child
is to leam fr<^ these es^rienoes md acquire greater musical
Ability his level of maturity must be kept in mind as musical
eaq^riences are provided*
�In the beginning imitaticm is ^e only way music can be
tau^t*"^ A child learns to sing by imitating those al)out him
who sing* He learns to skip and hop to music by imitating those
who show him how* A child who comes to the church school from
a home where he has had experiences with many types of music
will respfs^ more quickly to the sirusic which he hears* If a
child of pres^ool age seems to be utterly lacking in musical
ability it is not wise to force him into musical experiences*
After he has had opportunity to beccmie familiar with the various
types of music used in the preschool departa^nts the teacher can
gradually encourage him to ta^e part* He needs that time of
listening and watching before he can imitate that idaich he has
seen and heard*
9
*i*ear�ing d^^ds also upon the ability to remember.*
A person t^ids to remember those things that hold his attention
at the time, or in other words those things in which he is inter
ested. This applies to a child as well as to aa adult. The
range of a child's experiences are much more limited than those
of an adult, and if the child's interest is to be aroused the
^* Coleman, jgn. cit* . p. 79.
9. Josephine Foster and Marion 1* Mattson, Kursery School
Education (New Torkj D. Appleton-Century Company, 19^9), p. 43*
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stimulus must come frcao something within his experience or
staaething that will he understanda&le to him. S. Mildred levill
hriagg out the fact that interest can be increased by intro
ducing the play elem^at into the learning situation. teything
that will increase interest will help the child to remember, and
those things which a child remembers he also learns.
Another factor which is involved in the process of learn
ing is the element of repetition. "A child, li^e everyone else,
has to do a thing over and over again to learn to do it well.*"^^
Children like to hear stories repeated time after time and it is
the same with their musical experiences, that is, if the musical
experiences are enjoyable. Those experi^ees, therefore, which
are desirable for a child to repeat and leam must be made en
joyable to him. In working with preschool children it is im
portant to r<^ember this principle of learning by doing that
i^bich one likes. Jennie X�ou Milton feels that acting and learn
ing seem 8<mehow to be a part of the s^e general process of
full learning or living.^^
"In the yoimg ehild much of the learning -^at takes place
is incidental to his activity rather than an assi^iment set off
by itself. In the preschool departments of the church school
id. E. kildred Sevill in Foreword to de Riisette, op.
^Ilf*Your Chil4 pm- ^ ^�
12m Jennie hou Milton, '*Iovember in the Beginners'
Department,* mtlA guidance ^ Christian Living. 2:594-96,
Hovember, 1943.
13. Foster and Mattson, o^. cit. . p. 43.
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the mueie experiences can he made such a natural part of the
program that the child will not be subject to the attitude of
a teacher who says, *How we are going to leam our music." In
proflding for the child en environment which is natural and
homelike and filled with musical experiences geared to the
learning process, the workers in the preschool departments can
contribute much to the child's musical development and ability.
fhe Preschool Child's Response To Music
� "Music is composed of both sound and movement."^*
A child hears the sound and feels the movement, "but the cooper
ation is mainly through movement. Rhythm assuredly has first
place in the musical life of the child. De Rusette says
songs undotibtedly make an appeal, but the child's first desire
is to be active and not to sing. Music to the young child is
16
something rhythmical which calls forth movement.*^
Rhythm is basic to life. One finds it in all the arts;
it is the "central element in music, distinct frcas tone and
harmony, pitch and meter. Very early in a chUd's life this
feeling of rhythm is developed and it is this rhythm in music
which calls to the child to respond.
li, '^rold Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered
School. M ai sal of the Hew gducation (lew York; World Book
Company, 19^}, p. isfT
15. De Rusette, u^.. cit. . p* 23.
16. De Rusette, cit. . p. 13.
17. Rugg and Shumaker, 2e.. cit. . p. 162.
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A child may respond in several ways to this call of the
music for movement. He may clap his hands, run, hop, or try to
skip. At first young children will be able to give a more co
ordinated rhythm response with their hands because the arm
miscles develop more quickly than the leg muscles. The two-
year-old is not very sure-footed and his physical response to
the rhythm in the music will be very limited* The three-year-
old can �rm and jump and do things with his arms and legg.�^�
The four-year-old "runs and jumps fairly well, though he skips
poorly if at all.*^^ The five-year-old can skip and hop and
leap. The child who is learning to skip is likely to hop with
one foot and run with thf? other. He may become very much irri
tated if an adult tries to force him to do the regulation step
when he is not capable of performing it. A little later when he
20
is ready for it he can master it very quickly. "It is better
to let the legs gradually c^^in control of their own accord.
Some children are very quick in their response, whereas others
21
gain a sense of balance and musical coordination by degrees.*
^ildren of preschool age should not be forced to give a
set rhythmic response to a piece of music. They respond to the
rhythm in the music because they enjoy expressing themselves in
18. Your Child frost M ii2.� P� 5�
19. Foster and Mattson, jig.. cit. . p. 23.
20. Arthur T. Jersild, Child Development and the Curricu-
l^al (New York: Bureau of Publication, Teachers College, Coltambia
raTversity, 1946), p. 73.
21. De Rusette, �2.� Sl^* �
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that way. If they are made to conform to a certain rhythmic
pattern the experience will not be enjoyed and if repeated may
hinder the <diild in his future response. Neither will the ex
perience be enjoyed if the music does not call forth that par
ticular type of response. It is best for him to respond with
those mov^ents that he feels the music is calling to him to
give* So that a ^ild may learn what type of music says skip
and what says walk, sij^gestions may be made by the teacher and
usually the child will carry out those suggestions. If the
rhythm of the music is made very definite children can learn
which rhytlsi calls for which response*
Morgan says, "fhe slow, controlled type of movement does
not yield easily to rhytlmiic patterns. A small child needs
music with mormmt that is light and free, but it does not
always need to be fast mtisic. Children can become over stimu
lated by responding to one fast piece right after another.
Singing. As we have noticed, the child first responds to
the rhythm of the music and that response is one of physical
activity, toter he responds to the tone of the music and enjoys
the activity of singing. He also enjoys having songs siing to
him, and for the nursery child most of his singing experiences
will be ones in which the teacher does most of the singing. The
kindergarten child enjoys learning and singing the songs himself.
Before children are encouraged to sing thfey should be
22. Morgan, cit. . p. 155.
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simg to, Ihls helps them to heoome familiar with the melody.
Otherwise their whole attention Is devoted to the words and they
do not listen to the musie. As they hear more music and es*
pecially singing, they unconsciously assimilate melody. Soon
they sing themselves, but without realizing at first the rise
and fall of the melody, ^^"^ At about the age of five children be
gin to share in the singing, but it is still because of the
opportunity for activity which it brings to them. It is not
xmtil they are around six that they sing just from the sense of
24
pleasure aaad well-being that comes as they sing.
Because singing is a means of joyoUs expression preschool
children should be encouraged to find pleasure in this exercise.
In the preschool departments of the church school there can be
a definite time for singing when the children sing their favor
ites. There will be other times when a little song is composed
by the teacher to use in a particular situation. The children
may also share this song with her* But whenever the singing is
done it shovH^L be an enjoyable experience for tfee children if
^ey are to continue to find pleasure in this means of expression,
"Practically every individual, unless he suffers from
some organic difficulty, can be taught to sing satisfactorily
and to enjoy music, A child who does not sing and seems un-
23, De Rusette, igE* Q^t. . p. 45,
24. Ibid, . p. 73.
25. Josephine C. Foster and Heith E. Headley, Education
In the Kindergarten (Hew York: American Book Company, 1936),
p. 195.
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responelTe to the songs should not be forced to sing. Some
children sing more quickly than others, but ''a child who is ap
parently an onlooker usually shows real understanding when at
last he beecMes articulate. A child cannot be forced into ex
pression, it cc^es naturally.
It is now accepted that most children's natural singing
voices are lower in pitch than was previously thou^t. "It has
been found that children if left to themselves actually use middle
0 to C an octave above as their natural range. "^"^ If the teacher
uses a song written too high for the children's natural voices
their response will be inadequate. Those songs that are written
within their voice range and are easy for th^ to sing are the
ones they learn most quickly and find most enjoyable.
The Freschool Child's Creative Ability In Music
Preschool children enjoy experimenting with sound and
enjoy making music of their own. The child's first atteis^ts
at creating music are not dominantly rhytlmieal. fheir inter
est is concerned mainly with producing sound, whether by the
Toiee or by musical instruments.
"To produce his own music a young child's first need is
freedom�freed(^ to move about in pursuit of his own interests
and purposes, and freedom to make the sounds apprc^riate to
^6. Oe Rusette , od. cit. , p. 74.
27. Foster and Mattson, op. cit. , n. 212.
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tiieia<,�^� Freedom tn physical activity calls forth spontaneous
music among children. %ey sing or hum or chant as they run or
walk around the room* Ina^uch as misic is essentially a means
of Joyous e3qpresElon, they will be more likely to create music
of their own when playing ha^^pily and freely than when subjected
to experiences that are not enjoyable to them*
"Hei^tened emoticmal feeling from any cause may evoke
ausieal expression. ^e Christmas festival, play in the snow,
a sudden shower may each call forth musical expression from the
(^ild. A satisfying experience of cjuiet happiness may also find
means of expression in msic.
In the songs which the children create they often use
intervals and notes which are not in our diatonic scale. They
tend to use small intervals, but sometimes large intervals are
used for dramatic purpose. They usually sing their own songs
quietly and rather slowly**^
*Soi^ is essentially produced by the child for himself. ??^^
It is for his own pleasure and satisfaction that he expresses
himself in msic. Much of that expression will not be of future
value to anyone except en experimenter, but it is valuable to
the child because of the feelings of satisfaction and happiness
28. Crladys Evelyn Moorhead and Donald Pond, Music of
Toung Children. II. General Observations (Santa Barbara, Calif-
orniaj Pillsbury Foundation for Advancement of Music Iducation,
1942), p. 6.
29. Ibid. . p. 7.
33.� IhlA. . p. 13.
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which it brings him. In the preschool departments of the churdbt
school ire can provide a happy, pleasant environment' which, with
freedom and opportunity for musical expression, will bring these
satisfying experiences.
In summary, it may be said that musieal ability is both
inherited and acquired. Mot enough experiments have been made
to permit one to say definitely that this particular ability is
inherited and that one acquired, but the experiments that have
been made show us how i^ortant a musical environment is in the
devel^^ent of muslcsl ability. The child's response to the
music in his environment is first shown in his love of rhythm.
It is the movement In the music which appeals to him first and
calls to him for active response. As the child begins to sing
he does so first because of the activity which it gives him, but
later because of his consciousness of the tone of the music aM
his desire to reproduce it. Children enjoy creating music. They
experiment with sotmds and rhythms in various arrangements and
make music for their own enjoyment. Heightened emotional feeling
or physical activity often calls forth spontaneous musical ex
pression from the child.
In an attempt to find a standard by which we can judge the
music which is to be used with the preschool child in the church
school we have considered his musieal ability. We now turn to a
study of his powers of oo^rehension and his ability to understand
religious concepts.
CHAPTER III
RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS OF THE PRESCHOOL CHILD
Before one can adequately imderstand the religious con
cepts of the preschool child it is important that one know
SCTiething of the language dsTelopment and comprehension of
children of that age. Those words which a child uses in his
e-reryday conversation are only a partial indication of the ex
tent of his language development;^ there are many words which he
understands hut does not use. But although a child understands
some words which he never uses It must not be thot^ht that he
understands generally the adult vocabulary. The child's compre
hension, which Is dependent on such factors as matizratlon and
tralnlis^, detezmlnes those words and concepts which will be tuider-
standable to him.
Religious concepts are formed and expressed through the
use of language. Words are symbols which one uses In talking
about God, prayer, and other realities of religion. It Is v^on
the words used by adults to express these realities that children's
religious concepts are formed. It is important, therefore, that
the Christian teatcher know as much as possible concerning the
child's imderstandlng of language. If the child Is to form cor
rect religious concepts they must be presented to hisi, not neces
sarily m the words he uses, but In words which he can understand.
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Language Development and Ctomprehension of the Preschool Child
Most of the first words which a child uses are noixns.
By the time he is two years old 50 to 60 per cent of the words
he usee are nouns or are used as though they were nouns. By
different inflections of his voice he makes these nouns Into one-
word sentences.^ At the longest his sentences are only two or
t^ree words in length. He is able to name pictures of objects
that are familiar to him. The experiences of the two-year-old
are centered mainly around the home, and objects and animals
closely associated with the home are those which are the most
familiar to him.
The vocabulary of the three-year-old consists of approx
imately one thoussmd words. His sentences are longer than those
used by the two^-year-old. There Is a decrease In the number of
nouns used by the three-year-old with an increase in use of the
other parts of speech, ferbs and pronouns occur more frequently
although most of his pronouns are Xt 1�� i^iSS.* child
talks most often of himself and of what he Is doing*
By the time a child Is four years old the number of words
he uses has Increased, as well as the length of his sentences and
the number of questions he asks. The many questions whl<^ children
ask at about this age serve to improve their language ability.
Questions asking what and where tend to precede those asking how,
1. John J. B. Morgan, Child Psychology (third edition;
Hew York: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1946), p. 314.
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when, and why.^ Children are continually broadening their ex
periences by their Inquiries concerning almost everything with
which they are familiar. It has b^en estimated that a child in
this period asks more than three hundred questions a day.^ ^The
four-year-old oaxi usually recite the numbers lop to ten and can
count four objects acoiarately. He is beginning to think thii^s
through for himself and will sometimes generalize."^ fhe child
of four, thou^, is still very concrete in his thinking and his
genersLliz^^tions are few.
By the time a child has reached the age of five his vo
cabulary has Increased to approximately two thousand words. He Is
still *experimenting with language, trying out new words, Invent-
ln^ Words by combining other words or by adding endings which he
has used at other times. *^ He asks as many questions if not more
than when he was four years old, and these questions are less
concerned with the names of things and more concerned with causal
and social relationships. When he asks, *How does this workT*
or, What is this for?� he deserves a thoughtful, honest answer
which Is undetailed and understandable to him. Most five-year-
feith Strang, ^ latroduotK^ to ffhild Study (reyl sed
edition; Hew York: fhe Macaalllan Company , 1938), p. 164.
3. Your Child fTm (fee to J|x (revised; Federal Security
Ag^oy, SoolaT ^courltiTdtonistratTon, U. S, Children's Bureau,
Publication 30, 1945), p. 7.
4. Josephine C. Foster, md Marlon L. Mattson, Mursery
achool Education (Hew York: D. Appleteai-Gentury Cofflpany, 1939),
23^* '
5. Jos^hlne C. Foster, and Melth E. Headley, gducation
la the Kindergarten (Hew York: American Book Company, 1936), p. 4.�
6. Your dfiild ^rom One to Six, p. 6.
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olds can speak clearly and use complete sentences of from eight
to ten words. By this time they will have acquired practically
all the language patterns which an adult ordinarily uses.
fte vocabulary of the preschool child increases as he is
introduced to new objects and experiences. Children of this age
are interested in everything around the� becmise for them l^e
world is still new. fhey become acquainted with it through ex
perience and must touch or taste or squeeze a thing as well as
look at it. Maming and distinguishing colors is interesting to
a child of preschool age. He is familiar with the primary colors
but not with many of the tints or shades of color. As the child
advances from two to five he lesms to recognize whether an event
is in the past, present, or future. To a three-year-old, to
morrow or yesterday or last week are only words without much mean
ing, but by the time the child is five years old he is beginning
to place events in time. "Most kindergarten children know the
meaning of such words as: over, big, crooked, \mder, high, long,
tall, thin, on top, behind, bumpy, deep, pointed, shallow, few,
forwards, backwards, tiny, and smooth; but they do not landerstand
roiigh, marrow, broad, far, or near.* ^Concepts of alike BSid
8
4ifferent are achieved long before the child can think opposite.*
The teacher who is working with preschool children should use the
7. Foster and Headley , cit.. p. 5.
8. Ruth 0. Strickland, "The liSnguage and Mental Development
of Children," Bulletin of the School of Education. Indiana Uni-
versity. 23:8, i^^, 1947.
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correct words for the ohjecte in the child's environment and the
correct words for those experiences which he has. If she talks
down to the child or deliberately uses only those words whidii
he uses in his conversation she is overlooking the fact that
the vocabulary we are capable of iinderstanding is much greater
th^ the voea^lary we actually use. Galling things by their
correct names will avoid many confused ideas later on.
As the vocabulary of the child increases and his ex
pression improves there is also an increase in comprehension.
The five-year-old can understand verbal explanations much better
than the four^year-old.^ But even yet his thinking is In terms
of the concrete things and activities In his experiences. �*tords
tlmt have color, action, souaid, and experience In them are words
that are best understood and most frequently used by children.
Words that refer to experiences the child has not had or words
that are abstract will prevent the child fxcm understanding and
learning. l^CLess new words, and especially sysabollc words, are
explained to the child he may develop some very queer ideas as
to what they mes^. *lew experiences are Interpreted In terms
11
of what Is known,* and because of the limited experiences of
the preschool child his reasoning Is fataty and he Is unable to
9. Foster and Headley, log., cit.
10. Lucy V. Blckel, Teaching Four and Five Year Old Ohildren
(Hashvllle, Tenn.: fhe Methodist Publishing House, n.d. }, p. 25.
11. A. J. William Myers, yeachli^ Religion (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1930) p. 69.
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generalize or see relationships as does an adult. But the fact
fflust not he overlooked that the preschool child does have limited
ability to reason and explain his aotionsi One must keep in mind
that his range of knowledge and experience is not as broad as
that of an actilt,
"The educational program should be designed to help the
child at any stage in his career to reach his potential level
of maturity, �^^ Iven though it is a temptation to talk down to
the preschool child to help him imderstand, to do so is a hin
drance to his language development and comprehension. To talk
beyond the phild in abstract words and symbolic terms is just as
much a hindrance to his understanding, then the emphasis is
placed upon experiences which are familiar to the child, ideas
which are understandable to him, and language which relates to
his experiences, then he will leam easily and retain well.
Religious Concepts and Their Mesaaing to the Preschool Child
What is a concept? Webster defines it as "an idea that
includes all that is characteristically associated with, or sug
gested by a term**^^ Sherrill says a concept is '*a general idea
14
whicdi we have of a class of things." Religious concepts are
12. Arthur T, Jersild, Child Development and the Cur
riculum (Hew York: Bureau of Publication, Teachers College,
Coliimbia University, 1946), p. 11,
13. Webster *s Hew International Dictionary of the gttjglish
Language ( second edition , unabridged; Springfield, Mass: Q, & C.
lierriam "Company, Publishers, 1943), p. 552.
14. Lewis Joseph Sherrill, Understanding Children (Hew
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1939), p. 137.
the ideas one has concerning the realities of religion. One's
concept of God would be the ideas that come to one's mind whm
the term God is mentioned. The child's concept of God i^ill be
different to the adult's concept because of the ohild^s limited
understanding. The concepts one has of God, Jesus, i^ayer, and
the Bible are the result of one*s early training modified by later
training and experience. Thexe are correct religious concepts
and incorrect religious concepts that a child may receive in his
preschool years, depending on the way in which these realities
are presented to him and the ideas he forms about them. There
are different opinions as to what is a correct religious concept
and what is not* The concepts set forth here will be those which
are accepted in general by Protestant evangelical Christendom,
Some religious concepts are beyond the understanding of
the preschool child and attempts to instruct him at these points
only lead to confusion and misunderstanding. It Is better to
wait tintll he Is older and has more experiences and broader
understanding before these omoepte are presented to him. But
even the <&lld of preschool age is capable of grasping ideas
ef soaae of the basic realities of the Christian religion, if
they are presented to him in a concrete way. We shall now con
sider several religious concepts and their meaning for the child,
God, The concept of God is one that no one completely
understands, and yet there are very few people who do not have
some notion of God when they hear the word mentioned, When a
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small cliild hears the word Ood for the first time he can have
no Idea as to what it means* It is just a word to him like many
of the other words he hears hut does not understand. If the word
God is to have meaning for the child, that meaning must come
through experiences to which he attaches the word God. A child
cannot develop a sense of the reality of God through direct
teaching only, hut must have experiences relating to God which
will put meaning into the concept. Then when the word God is
used "the ideas which arise in his thinking are based on the
ejqperiences which he has had. "^^
As Col son writes, �The religious need of very young chil
dren is to know God as a loving, protecting heavenly Father."^�
The concept of God, the Father, can be developed in the mind of
the child by presenting God to him in terms of what He does.
Ood loves and takes cstre of us, God sends the sunshine and the
rain, God makes the trees and flowers, God gives ue our mothers
and fathers. All this means more to the child than merely say
ing �God is good." There is always the possibility that to some
ehild the concept of father does not bring memories of things
that are good and it will be hard for that child to think of
God the Father as being good and loving. "The child can but
read into divine parenthood the characteristics of human parent-
15. rbid. n. 13S.
16. Hizabeth Oolsim, A, Second Primary Book in Religion
(Hew York: The Abingdon Press, 1^22), p. 13.
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he tntfwe it,*^^ If mich a situatlor; doe-c exlat with
csie of the children the teacher met find terms irbich to the
child hawe connotationr. of love and use these in referring to
the Heav^iXy Father.
Perhaps at first the child will have difficulty in under
standing that Ood exists even though he c^not gee Him. If there
ere grandpar�ats or other relatives of the family who are
mentioned frequently hut are never seen it will he easier for
the child to understand his relationship to God. *If God is
real to the adults in the <^ild*s world, references to Crod will
come naturally into coaversation and will help the ohild gra^
ually to Imild a concept of God.*^^
It ee�BS aetisral for children to think of Ood as anthro
pomorphic, or as having all the characterietiOB of man. It is
hetter for a child to- think of God in terias of a hmmm beiiag who
is good and wise rather than to he told ^at God is a spirit,
p word hard f�r him to grai^. It will h� one of the opportmi-
tias of the teacher in the ohuroh sol^ol to lead the ehlld from
his fragmentary concepts of God in physical f03^ to ceneepts of
the Ime and purposes of God� (^S'way to help the child form
a G�mo&pt of God apart from Ifis s*;^posed physical cha,r&cteristies
17. Frances W. Itoiel^n and Jessie I. f-oore, ,1hre^e- Yeays
piMs fo,r nurfgery i^lags �� the c^hurch ^hool (Bostonj The
Pilgrim Press, 1936), p. 6.
18. W&xj Alice Jones, ^e yjth of ghiXdgen (Mm
Torks Abingdon*Gokesbury Press, 1043), p. 187
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is to avoid any children's books which have pictures of God.
In some books God is drawn as an old man with a long white beard
and if the ohild sees God represented in this form it will be
natural that idienever he thinks of God the picture of a man with
a long white beard will come to his mind.
It is unfortunate when God is presented to a child in
su^ a way that the child learns to think of Him not as a loving
Heavenly Father but as an arbitrary Judge or a harsh taskmaster.
A false concept of God is likely to be formed if a child does
something wrong and hears the words "Bon't do that or God won�t
love you." Children are very trusting and accept without much
qfuestion what is told them by an adult. It will be quite diffi-
eult for any child to form a concept of God as Love when he thinks
of all the evil iM the world as God's punishment to men because
they have done wrong. If the child is to form a concept of God
as a loving Heavily Father who does not like the wrong the
child does but always loves ^e child, as one who takes care
of him, and listens when he prays, then It is li^ortant that
the child's parents and his teachers in the church school watch
the words they use when speaking of God in the presence of the
ehlld.
Jesus. Just as the preschool ^ild needs to hear of God
and have a growing concept of Him, so he needs to hear of Jesus,
and learn to think of Him as the Son of God. It is not neces
sary to subieot the preschool child to any teaching on the
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Trinity, fox this ooneept would be beyond his understanding.
However, the experiences that corae from hearing stories and
singing songs of Jesus and His love for little children are too
meaningful to the child to deprive him of them. If the child
can be taught that Jesus was a unique Individual and different
from ordinary men, then he can be taught ^ust as easily that
Jesus Is the Son of God.
Ohildren should leam to think of Jesus as a strong,
friendly, lovable person so that they will feel drawn to Him
19
m admiration and devotion. They need to think of Jesus not
only as someone who lived long ago and went about doing good
but as sojaeone who lives today to show us the love of God and
to help us in our everyday problems. Children can learn to
love Jesus and think of Him as their friend by hearing stories
and singing songs of Him as a baby or as of their own age. Some
of the incidents In Jesus' later life can be presented to child
ren In suoh a way that they will be understandable and meaning-
fid, to them. Stories and songs of Jesus healii^ the sick, help
ing the blind, and blessing the children can be put into lan^age
i^ch is within the child's aMllty to comprehend and which
therefore makes these events Interesting to the child.
Stories and songs of Jesus will be used all year In the
preschool departments of the church school, but at Christmas
19. Jones, SR* cit. . p. 59.
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and Easter they will receive special ea^hasis. fhe story of
Jesus* hirthday is quite easily adapted to the understanding
of preschool children, but the story of Hie death and resur
rection presets maaiy problems. The story of the crucifixion
has no place in the Easter story for children in the nursery
class* The eg^hasis for them should be on the fact that Jesus
is alive and we should be gliui. fhe kindergarten teacher may
mention in passing that Jesus was killed by some mean men who
didn't like Him, but ^e should soon pass on to the story of
the living Christ.
<2iildren often have many questions concerning life and
death and these questions should be answered sincerely and with
out undue emoti<ai. To tell a child that dying is Just like
going to sle^ or that the person is buried in the ground often
fills a ohild with horror at the thought of waking up under the
gro^d in a box from which there is no escape. Trtm the attitude
of adults, children sometimes receive the idea that when some
one dies Cod is arbitrarily taking that person from them. The
ohild then feels resentment toward 0od and this feeling will
grow until the misunderstanding is cleared vip. The attittades
of adults toward death greatly influence the attitudes the child
will have. If the adult thinks of death as a release from pain,
weariness, and weakness and a birth into a richer, fuller life
with Qod then the child will learn to think of death in that
nmj also.
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What is said of salvation and forgiveness of sins to
preschool children will he reserved for the kindergarten level.
Children of this age are old enough to comprehend some of the
elementary concepts of salvation if they are presented to them
in non-theological language which is single enough. Ixpreeeions
su^ as "washed in the blood of the lamb" or "under the blood"
will lead only to confusing ideas that will be a hindrance to
the child in the teacher's later attempts to help him tmder-
stand what it means to be forgiven for sin and saved. Some
children in the kindergarten have come to the point in their
lives where they have consciously done something that they have
known to be wrong. It is then that they need to know that their
Heavenly Father will hear them when they ask for forgiveness and
will help them in future times of t^ptation.
The Bible. There are parts of the Bible that can be
adapted for use with preschool children and parts that cannot.
The teachers in the preschool departments of the church school
need to be very selective in the portions of the Bible they
choose to use with the children. The selections made will not
all be from the Hew Testament and the life of Jesus, for stories
of the baby ^��uel and the little boy David can also be made
interesting to children of preschool age. As the children see
the teacher reverently handle the Bible and hear her tell stories
from it they will leam to think of it as a special book and one
in which they will find their favorite stories of God and Jesus.
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The fact that the Bihle is God'e word and true will never he
doubted by the children if the teacher feels that way about it
and treats it as such in her relationship with the children.
Prayer. To a ^all child prayer can be someMiing that
is very confusing or something that is very meaningful, depend
ing upon the way prayer has been introduced into his life. Dr.
Jersild says, *Prom an early age the child is able to encompass
experiences reaching far beyond conditions with which he has
physical eontaet. His mind can traverse distances never covered
by his legs.*^ Prayer need not be difficult for the child be
cause he cannot see God, if the right interpretation is given so
the child understands that God is near even thou^ He cannot be
seen. Perhaps no interpretation will need to be given at all
if the child has a gxaadteother or some other relative who is
mentioned often and who the child knows exists even though she
cannot be seen.
A child can be taught to say words or "say prayers,** and
in some instances there is a place for a learned prayer, which,
of course, is not prayer in the real meaning of the word. "I^ie
fimdamental thing which makes an experience prayer for a ohild
is not the laa^fuage expression, but the relation^lp which the
child senses as existing between God and himself.*^ It is the
20. Jersild, o^.. cit. n. 19.
21. Jennie Lou Milton, Teaching a Little Ohild to Prdy
(Nashville: The Methodist Publishing House, 1943), p. 4.
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pafiTi2.�ge of the teachers in the preschool departments of the
church schcol to provide experiences in which the child will
feel the presence of God and in which he will make a prayer of
his own because of that experience, Jt may not somd like a
prayer as an adult thinks of prayer but If It Is the child's
expression of thankfulness or praise it is prayer for him.
Ohildren sometimes become confused In their praying be
cause they hear an adult while praying mention first God, then
Jesus, and maybe Lord, fhey do not tmderstand that it is the
same person. As has been mentioned there Is no need for teach
ing preschool children about the Trinity, for there are very few
adults who coapletely understand It, and It is only confusing
to a child of preschool age. Therefore in helping the child
leam to pray it Is wiser to choose one term for God and one
for Jesus. Borne would say that only God should be Mdressed in
prayer with children so young; but if the child Is learning to
think of Jesus a?? his best friend It is natural that he will
want to talk to Him. %e terms '�thee* and *thou" in addressing
God or Jesus are also confusing to some children, ^d although
In sm adult's prayer these pronouns are preferable, for a child
of preschool s^e the pronoun *you� is more familiar, easier for
him to understand, and less of a stumbling block as he prays.
The use of terms such as "bless" should be avoided also because
of their vague meaning.
Preschool children will have experiences in which they
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pray different types of prayers. In connection with something
he enjoys the child may offer a prayer of thankfulness. If some
memher of the family is ill or if some other child has been hurt
he may want to offer a prayer of petition. Tlien a little lunch
is served in an extended church-school session some child may
volunteer to offer a prayer for the food. If the child has
done something which he knows is wroEg he may offer a prayer
in which he asks for God's forgiveness and help. Whatever the
need and the prayer the child offers, the teacher should be very
careful that the child does not come to think of God as a deified
Santa Glaus or one that grants us our every wish and whim. The
child can be taught that God answers all our prayers but sometimes
that answer is *no* if the prayer we offer is not for our very
bluest good.
To si;^arize: ^e language development and comprehension
of the preschool child are determining factors in one's choice
�f the religious concepts which are to be presented to the child
in songs. The experiences of children of preschool age are
limited and center mainly around the home; their thinking is
concrete. If abstract ideas and symbolical terms are introduced
into the songs it will be a hindrance to them in their develop
ment of religious concepts. The words and ideas which should
be used in presenting religious concepts to the preschool child
are those that are in the child's vocabulary or within his range
of understanding. The words God, Jesus, Bible, and prayer need
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to becoffi� a part of the child's vocabulary and need to be used
in the preschool departments of the church school in such a
way that the child will form the correct concepts of them. The
ideas whieh the child receives concerning each of these vital
elements of our Christian faith are determined by the teaching
he receives about them and the experiences he has with them.
These ideas can be presented to him in suoh a way that they will
have meaning for him, or they can be presented in such a way
that the wrong concepts are formed. Many songs have been written
for preschool children telling of God, Jesus, the Bible, and
prayer. But not all such songs treat these concepts in a de
sirable way. The teacher needs to look over each song she con
siders using to see if these realities of religion are presented
in a manner that will be understandable and meaningful to the
preschool child.
CHAPfER IV
CHOOSIHG SOSGS FOR OSl WITH THE PRESCHOOL CHILD
When choosing songs to he used with preschool children
In the church school one must keep in mind the child's musical
ahlllty, his language development and comprehension, the average
range of his experiences, and those religious concepts that are
within his understanding. *The hymnology of the chiirch, great
and InsplrlE^ as It Is, has not served well the needs of chll-
dr�B. Helther the words nor the music were written for chll-
dren and therefore very few of the songs have real meaning for
the child. ICany of the song hooks used with children in the
church school are filled with hymns which are good enough in
thmselves hut are not adapted for use with children. Much
process has been made since the first Sunday-school song books
were published, but much remains to be done.
the purpose of using music In th� preschool departments
of the church school Is that the music may ccaitrlbute as much
as possible to the religious development of the child. "Sing
ing helps m the development of a child's religious life. The
worship of a child finds Its best expression through Joyous
music. If the songs that are used with the child are to
1. �dl^ momas, A First Book JjU Hymns and ^orshln (New
vatV" The Abingdon Press, 1922), p. xl.
2. RosSary K. Roorback, "Musical Experiences In the
Nursery Class," Child G_uldgll�e M OMJli^ Mllm.*
April, 19*5.
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make a contribution to his religious life, both the words said
the musie of these songs must measure up to certain standards,
�Iven though a song is very brief and tt^ie, it should be good,
with a melody that fits the words, and with words that express
in his own natural language, an idea that a child can understand.*
Both the words and music of the eong must be ev^uated before
the song is used with the children, but the words should be
evaluated first. The song may have a pleasing melody, but if
the words and ideas it presents are not within the possible
understanding of the child it will not accomplish much.
Words and Ideas in Preschool Songs
Songs to be used with preschool children should be writ
ten in language the child will understand. In Chapter III it
was learned that children do not understand abstract or symbolic
ideas or words. Children define words in terms of their use;
they themselves are children, not "simbeiMis'* or "precious Jewels.*
In one beginners* song book published in 1902 the children (in
eaeh of twelve songs) were likened to different things. %ey
were called Jewels, shining fishes, little pearls, sweet lambs,
tiny flowers, Jesus* little flock, burning candles, sunbeams,
the Master's blossoms, the Master's song-birds, Jesus' stars,
S, Iva B. McGallum, The Kursery Class of the Church
School; stories, rhymes, and songs (St. louisj The Bethany
press, 1925), p. 20.
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and the Lord's little band. Some of these expressions are
found even today in the songs used with preschool children.
If the teacher should choose to sing three of these songs on
one &inday morning the child coiild not help feeling a little
eonfused and mixed-up as to Just what Jesus did want him to be.
fhe songs which the preschool teacher chooses to use
^Lould be based on the religious experiences of the children.
Ood would be presented to -^�m as one who loves thm and is
always near. Some songs picture Ck>d as "above the blue," or
��n high,* while others bring the child a sense of God's near
ness such as "God Watches,"^ *God is Ever Hear Me,"^ "God's
Care,"^ and "God is Very Hear."^ Beginning a song "Do not fear,
God is near,"� states a positive concept in a negative way.
fhe same idea finds better expression in the song which begins
"God is ever near me."^ Songs sueh as *^e Little Ohildren
4. Agnes Kennedy Holmes, editor. Story Hour Songs for
children from three to ^iaht years of age (Hashville: Broadman
Press, 1943), p. 33.
5. Dorothy f, Poulton, compiler. Songs for Preschool
Children (Cincinnatis The Standard Publishing Company, 1946),
p. 23.
6. Mary 1. LeBar, Patty Goes to the lursery Class (Chi
cago; Scripture Press, 1945), p. 294.
7. Mattie 0. Leatherwood, editor. Songs We Sing from
�Three to ^ix. silhouettes by Marjorie Morris (Nashville: Broad-
man Press, 1939), p� 8.
8. Efaurice Clarke, Little Children's Praises; services
of worship for kindergarten and primary children (New Tork;
Morehouse-Gorham Co . , 1946 ) , p. �7.
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Know,"^^ "God is Iiore," �Ood Loves Me,* aad *God is My
Helper, help the child in his- growing concept of the love
of God. How wsBLGh more meaningful It Is for a small child to
14
sing "God Is love, God Is love�so the Bible tells," than
"Lakes and seas with joy reveal it, suns proclaim it from above,
15
in our hearts today we feel It, God Is goodness, God Is love."
Other songs can help the child In his understanding of the
16
ereatorshlp of God; "Who Made the Starsf "Who Made the Ealn-
bowt*^''' "God Made Them All,"^� suad "Roses Bloom In my Garden. "^^
The concept of God as Creator Is better expressed In the words
20
�Fitter pat the rain-drops fall; God our Father made them all,"*^^
than it is la "Suiter* s bright blossoms will ever-more bear,
tidings of mercy and tenderest care; God glveth sunshine and
21
dewdrops a^d alr.�
10. IMd. r Poulton, p. 20.
11. A^Sora Medford Shumate, editor. Songs for jyie ^xer
gohool Age, for use in the Sunday eehool. home, and kindergarten(HashVllfe; Broadraan^fress, n.d.}, p. 20.
12. When the LiMM. ChiM ImMM SjSgt Is^ use jph
foar-and five-vear-olds In home, school . aad <muroh school
tfSriSelpElJj'^Ie feslalnster Press, 193577 P� 12.
13. Frances Weld Danlelson and Grace Wilbur Conant, Son^
aad Play for Children, for Sunday and weekday use (Boston; The
fllgrlm press, 1925 J, p. 6?.
14. Shumate, oj^. cit. . p. 20.
15. Charlie D. Tillman, compiler and editor. Church
Hvmnal and Simday gch^ol Songs, oaabined (Atlanta, Georgia;
<i5hariie'"lTllB�^ Song Book Co., n.d.), p. 385.
16. When the Little phlld W^ts ^ Sing, p. 10.
17. Holmes, op.
_
cit. . p� 8.
18. LeBar, og^. elt;.. p. 297.
19. Leatherwood, og.. cit. . p. 39.
20. I^eBar, ^oc. olt. .
21. Tillman, gg.' � P� 2�*'
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The presehool child's songs of Jesus should present Him
as the children's friend. The child can begin to understand the
concept of Jemis as the Son of God, but songs in which Jesus is
called "the Good Shepherd," "the Redeemer," and "the Lamb,"
will have little meaning for the child. These terms may have
rich associations for an adult, but they are not within the young
child's religious experience. Jesus' love for little ohildren
will be better understood if the child sings "Jesus loves the
little childr^, loves us every day,"�** rather than "for the
loving Savior for His children cares. Little folks like to
sing songs about Jesus, their best Friend; and songs such as
�1 Ifeist Remember, "^^ "Jesus Loves the Little Children,"^ and
"Ky Best Friend is Jesus, are helpful to children in learn
ing to think of Jesus as their best friend, fhey like to hear
stories, see pictures, and sing sox^s of Jesus when He was a
little baby. The words "Jesus, our brother, strong aad good,
27
wag humbly bom in a stable rude,* will not mean as much to
the ohild at ^ristmas time as "J'ittle Baby Jesus slept on His
bed of hay."^� Some songs that the children will enjoy at
22. Leatherwood, cit. . p. 14
23. Marguerite Oook, editor. Beginners Songs, a collection
of choicest songs for youngest singers; for the beginners and
primary department s . also for home and kindergarten (Ohicago;
David G. Cook Publishing Company, 1902), p. 35.
24. Holmes, og. cit. . p. 36.
25. Leatherwood. loc. cit.
26. LeBar, gg. cit. . p. 292.
27, Danlelson and Conant, og. cit., p. 31.
28. When the Little Child Wants to Sing, p. 24.
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29Qhyistaaa time or any other time are "In a Tiny Manger,"
*0h. Little Children, Do You Inow,"^^ and "Little Bahy Jesus. "^^
The meaning of laster to a preschool diild is better presented
in the words "Jesus is alive, be glad this laster day,*^^ than
in the words "Jesus is the Resurrection and the life of spring,"
the thought of one children's song, "laster Day,"^ "Each
now�r Lifts Up Its Faoe,"^^ and "Oh, Sing, Sing, Slng,"^^
can be used with the preschool child at Easter. The song "Some-
37
thing Kind" will be enjoyed by the children as the teacher
tells of Jesus helping the sick md blind.
The child in the kindergart^ can begin to know that
Jesus will forgive him for his sins and mistakes but such ex
pressions as "Jesus wash my guilt away,"^^ or "help me to obey
thy wise mid holy wlll,"^^ have no place In the songs for the
preschool <^ild. Tet these were found In a song designated for
the Infant class. Such phrases as "Dear God, please help me to
40
say only happy words today." or "help me to always do and say
^9. Holmes, od. cit. , p. 38.
30. Poulton, og,. cit. . p. 63.
31. WhjBn the Little CM Id Wants to Sing, loc. cit.
32. Lenar, op. ext.. p. 295.
33. Cook, jpip. cit. . p. 83.
34. LeBar, gg. (j^it. . p. 293.
35. Poulton, og,. jgJJ,. � p� 40.
36. Danlelson and Conant, gg. cit. . p. 82.
37. Holmes, olt. . p. 24.
38. Robert Lowry and W. Howard Doane, Pure Gold for the
Sunday ^phool; ^ upw collection c>f songs prepared and adapted f
'^unSay school exercises (lew York; Biglow & Main, n.d.}, p. 11.
40. Holmes, op. clt.> p. 26.
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the things you�d have me,"^**" will mean much more to the child
as he tries to live to please Jesus #
There are a few songs for children of preschool age
that use phrases and verees from the Bihle that are understandahle
to them. Examples of these are: *6lv@ Thanks Unto the Lord,"^^
43 44
�I Op^ My Bihle Book and Bead,* *ln God's Dear Book,* andl
4S
"Be Ye Kind.* Although the phrase "suffer the little children
to come unto Me,* is from the Bible, it is not as meaningful
in a song for the smaill child as some other Bible words would be.
Many prayer songs have been written for children but some
�f thm use words that are a hindrance to the child as he learns
to pray rather than a help. For example, the thou^t in *1 will
pray, night aaad morning, every day, fold my hands, and lift my
eyes, to my Jesus in the skies,* would be much more meaning
ful to the child if expressed "Dear Jesus, I love you, I do,
dear Jesus, I'm praying to you.**� hittle prayer songs which the
preschool child can learn to sing or learn to enjoy as they are
sung to him are "We Thank Y0^� God in Heaven,"*� "We Thank You
for the Sunshine, "^^ "Praise Song,"^^ "Dear Father Whom We
41, simmate, g>p� �it . , p. 15.
42. Holmes, g�,. cit. . p. 45.
43. poulton, 02.. Git., p. 13.
44. L;OC. cit.
45.abStte, cit., p. 14.
46. Shimiate, op. cit., p. 24.
47. Lowry and Doane, og.. cit. . p. 11.
48. LeBar, sg^. cit. . p. 295.
49. Poulton, cit. . p. 17.
50. Loc. 5it.
51, Danielson and Conant, ��. cit. . p. 69
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CajQBLOt See,"^^ "Thank You for the World bo Sweet, and
"Hiank You Father." Some prayer songs ask for God�s help
In ezperlencee In the life of the child. The words "in my work
and in my play, help me to he kind, I pray,"^^ in a prayer
song would have more religious value for the child than "Jesus,
loving Savior, hear me now, I pray; look upon thy loving child,
and bless me all the day," "A child cai^ot worship thrcaigh
a prayer unless it expresses hi� own thoughts and feelings in
5T
laoogtiage which he understands." It is important that such
soi^s be chosen, since the existence of the church school is
that little children may learn to worship 6od. Songs can become
a natural means of expression for mcanents of worship if the songs
the child has learned are understandable to him. In a sittiation
when the child wants to thank God for His help how much better
it will be if the child has learned the song "Dear Father whom
we cannot see, thank you for always helping me,"^� rather than
one with phrases such as "thank Thee for Thy many blessings,"
or "for Thy guidance now we thank Thee. "
fe2, Jeanette Perkins Brown, collector, A little Book gf
Bedtime So,n^.s. pictures by Decie Merwin (lew York: Abingdon-
Ookeabur^ !�ress, 1947), p. 24.
53, Jeanette Perkins Brown, collector, A Little Book of
l^^nging Gmpes* pictures by Lloyd Dotterer (New York: Abingdon-
Gofee sbury i^ess, 1946), p. 7.
gheu the Little Child wants to Sing, p. 48.
55. Holmes . op . git", . p. 41.
56. Cook, c^t. . p. 49.
67. Jennie Lou Milton, Teaching & ly.ittie Child to Pray
(Nashville: ^e Methodist Publishing House, 1943), p. 25,
58. Brown, A Little ^opk of Bedtime Songs, p. 24.
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Mults aegume many positions when they pray and it is
not right to teach a child that he laust take a certain position
before he can pray. Most pecsple pray with their heads bowed
and their eyes closed as an attitude of reverence, but one does
not have to fold one's hands or kneel in order to pray. When
choosing prayer songs the teacher should be careful to choose
none that emphasize any particular positicm to be assumed while
praying, such as "I will pray, fold my hands, and lift my
eyes,*^^ or "we will close our eyes just now, fold our hands
this way,"�^
The teacher in the preschool departments of the church
school will use some songs that are not worship or prayer songs
but ones which help the child in his appreciation of home and
church. The eong that begins "This is Ged�s house and He is
here today, will be more helpful to the child 4;han one which
begins ^fhe Lord is in His holy temple, k^p silence, keep
silence. A song suoh as "Happy Sunday morning, happy Sunday
aoraing,*�^ will help the ohild think of Sunday as a happy day
instead of a day when he must come to church and speak in a
whispeir* The experiences of the preschool child, and especially
of the two-, three-, and four-year-old are centered mainly
�"
� ^9, 'iowry and Doane, �2.. �ij.� � P�
60. Shumate, 22.� jSM* � P� a6�
61. PoulttKi, cro,. cit. . p. 9.
63. Ibid. . p. 10.
63. Leatherwood, 0�. ,c4t. . p. 6.
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around the home. At various times in the churoh-schooX program
the teaoher will want to use songs about parents and home* **A
Happy Song," and �My Father and My Mother," are two that
the child will enjoy.
There are many more songs which could be suggested for
use with preschool children, but perhaps what has already been
said will be a help to the teacher in choosing other songs.
Music in Preschool Songs
The words and ideas expressed in the songs to be used
with .preschool ohildren demand first consideration from ^e
teacher as she chooses songs for the church school. But the
music of the songs is also importaaat. The songs that axe used
with the child must be enjoyable to him if he is to receive any
benefit from them. I2ven though the words of the songs are under
standable to the child, if the music is outside his voice range
or if the songs are too long to hold his attention they will not
be as enjoyable to the child nor accomplish as much as they
could if the music were arranged especially for the child.
Children cannot give forced attention, so if the teacher wants
to use the songs effectively they must be interesting to- the
child both as to words and music.
The length of the musical co^osition to be used with
^
S4. Lloid..' p. 24.
65. Poulton, OE.. cit. . p. 30.
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prescliool childrea will be determined by tbe length of the child'
attention span and the length of the sentences he uses. Ohildren
attention spans are very short compared with those of adults, but
a child will pay attention longer to a stimulus that is interest
ing than to one that is iminteresting. Yet even with material
that is enjoyable to them, beyond a certain length of time they
will lose interest. *(5hildren of preschool age cannot be ex
pected to pay attention for more than eight to twelve isinutee
66
at a time." Ohildren in the nursery department will not be
expected to pay attention as long as those in the kindergarten.
As a child advances in age from two years to five the length of
his sentences increases. "His sentences lengthen from an avera^
of three or four words at tw� years to nine or ten at five years.
Songs to be used with preschool children should consist of only
two or three short sentences and should be about three or four
lines in l^gth. Mahy of the songs used in the nursery depart
ment are only one line in length. Short songs hold the child's
attention better than do long ones and fit more naturally into
his normal way of speaking.
It was mentioned in Chapter II that children* s voices
are pitched high and that their voice range is fro�
Kiddle C to 0 an octave higher. It is hard on the children's
66. Josephine 0. Foster and Marion 1. Mattson, lureerv
gfihftoi Education (Hew York: D. -^pleton-Century Company, 1939)
p, 43.
67. Ibid. . p. 23.
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voices to sing scaigs in whioh fho notes go bel0� or above the
octave. If the songs atre ^Titten so the child can sing them
in his natural voice range without strain they will be more en
joyable and meaningful to him.
The melody of the songs should be relatively simple* It
is best to have conjunct movement in the melody rather than
long skips between the notes. A smooth aucoession of notes
makes the songs easier for the children to sing. Few sainor
tones, if any, should be used in children's songs. The melody
should be happy and joyous and almost sing itself. If the
teacher plays the songs on an instrument she should be careful
to keep the harmony simple also. The use of heavy chords and
accidentals will overshadow the melody \antil it will be hard
for the children to hear it.
From the study of rhythm in Chapter II it was learned
that the child's first response to music is to the rhythm of
the music. To be appealing- to the child the rhythm of the
song3 should be good. Iven though it is best for children's
songs to be hs^py and joyous the rhythm need not be "jazsy** or
�jlngly.* Some of the songs will be stately and dignified and
yet they will be happy in their tone. Children hear Enough
"Swingy" tunes outside the church school. The music they hear
in church should be different. To say a song should have good
rhythm does not mean that it has to be "jumpy."
yany of the songs which will be used by the teaoher In
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the preschool departments of the church school will he worship
songs* Some worship songs are written to induce moments of
worship while others are written to express worship experiences.
The music of the worship songs should he joyous rather than
sad, and dignified rather than "swlngy." A number of the worlK
of the great composers have been adapted for use in children's
songs because of the good music that is in them. If music is
to be used in the preschool departments of the church school
to help in the religious development of the child it should be
the best music available. A child needs and deserves good music
in his songs just as any adult does.
In suHsmary it can be said that many of the songs being
used today in the preschool departments of the ohurch school
are not songs that have been written for the child. They have
been written for adults and use words and ideas for an adult's
tmderstanding. If the songs that are used vith the preschool
child in the chtirch sdaool are to be influential in the develdp-
ment of the child's religious life they must have words and
music that are suitable for the child. The words and ideas
expressed in the songs must be written in language the child
can understand and must come within the range of his religious
experiences. The music must be good with a simple melody that
is well written and within the child's voice range. The harmony
should be kept simple and the rhythm of the song should be joyous
and happy, but not "jazzy" or "jingly." If the preschool teacher
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keeps these pTinciples in mind as she chooses the songs to he
used with the children she will he doing much to help them in
the dcTelopment of their religious lives.
CHAPTER V
usi�G MUSIC mm the phischool child
In recent years an attempt has been made to provide in
the preschool departments of the church school a natural living
situation in whieh the child can associate religious Ideas with
everyday experiences. In this type of environment with its
e^hasis t^on spontaneity and freedom In children's activities
one finds an ideal setting for using music In the religious
development of the ehlld. Music can he introdi3^ed Into the
various experiences that a child will have in the church school
mitll he comes to think of it as a natural means of expression
which can he enjoyed hy everyone. "Music may he woven into the
life fabric of children In all their church-school activities,"^
says Elizabeth Shields, and it will not only help them in their
enjoyment of music but will serve a definite purpose In the
molding of their religious lives. "Music can permeate the very
atmosphere to suggest joy, sadness, quiet reverence, wonder,
or a desire to be about our Father's business." fields goes
on to say that "the room in which children work and worship may,
through music, be charged with an atmosphere that is stimulatliig
and wholesome."*^
"�
1, Elizabeth McEwen Shields, Music in the Religious Growth
of nhildren (Hew York: Ablngdon-Cokesbury Press, 1943), p. 27 �
� grTbld. p. 24.
3. hoc, cit.
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The Bkillful teacher will weave music Into the activities
of the children hy using a variety of methods and hy discover
ing natural opportunities throu^ which music can he used most
effectively in the religious education of the children. If a
teacher is familiar with the objects Bxid experiences which are
interesting to the children these will help her plan a program
that is meaningful to the ohild because it puts the child and
his needs in the center and molds the program around those needs.
Meaningless activity or activity for activity's sake has no
place in the church-school pTOgsam, and the same principle can
be Implied to the songs used with the activities. Unless the
song makes a definite contribution and fits in with the total
aim of the program there is no place for it. It is the responsi
bility of the teacher to plan the program so that all the ele
ments of it work toward one ^al, the religious education of the
child, lacli part of the program must have a contribution to make
or it is a hindrance rather than a help.
There are numerous ways in which music can be used in
the preschool departments of the church school, depending on
the ingentULty and interest of the teacher. In an informal en-
vironafflent like that which we find in a preschool department
of the church school, music *is used like conversation, some
times with the whole group, sometimes with one or two. Often
" I', borotty D. Smith, "Informal Use of Music," Child
Guidance in Christian Living. 6:546, December, 1947.
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it is used with isdiwldml children or perhaps with two or
three of them rather than with the group as a whole, fhere
are also times when music is used with the entire class. Oom-
ing together for pleasant experiences helps in the socialization
of the group and is an i^ortant experience for the young child.
�arioue Uses of Songs
Using song^ yith a^ group of ohildren. There are occasions
In the church-school progri� when several ohildren in the group
or perhaps all of them will come together for a singing time.
Inasmuch as In the nursery department there will seldom he a
time when the teacher Is ahle to bring together all the children,
she will have to use the songs with a part of the group. In
the kindergarten more ohildren will want to take part In the
activity, and in a ffl�all class it may be that all of the^ will
enter in. If a plan� Is used the children will gather around
It, sitting either on little chairs or on the rug. If the
teacher can sing true to the key of the song without using the
piano it is much better for the children. It is also better if
the teacher can face them while she sings; this will help them
hear the meledy and mderstand the words more clearly. As the
teacher sings to the children she should feel that she is giving
theaa a message and not merely a melody. If she catches the
spirit and feeling of the song the children will find meaning
in what she sings.
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The preschool teacher in the church school never sets
out to teaoh the children a song hy merely drilling them in it
until they have learned it. Using this method takes all the
joy out of the experience of singing and the children learn
the song with little enthusiasm, "There is really no such thing
as *teachii3^� a new song. It is simply giving the children
something and letting them share it with you until It becomes
their own."^ The teacher sings the song, and lets the children
sing or not sing, whichever they choose. When she sings the
songs to the children she will use a light voice and try to sing
the entire song without acc^^animent. As the children hear
the melody again and again, unconsciously aesimulating it, they
will soon be singing the song with the teacher. In group sing
ing the teacher sh<mld never encourage the children to sing
loudly. There is no religious value in seeing who can sing the
loiidest. Ihen the teacher sings a song for the first time she
should sing it at Its regular tempo and never slow it down in
order that the children may learn It more easily. This ne
cessitates two learnings instead of �me. If the children like
a song they will want to sing It again and again. �In order
to build material to the level of easy recall It Is necessary
for ohlldr�tt to repeat a performance many more times than Is
5. Louie E. deRusette, Music Under Eight (lew York:
E. p. Dutton and Company, 1936) , p. 75.
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required in adiilt learning.* As the song is repeated the
teacher should he sure that such repetition is meaningful to
the children. Since rhythm facilitates the learning process
the teacher will emphasise the rhythmic movement of the piece.
When introdiicing a new song to the group the teacher
should he sure to relate it in some way to the children's en
vironment, fhe hest time to introduce the song is when it will
have the most meaning for the group. A greater part of the
time the stage will he set naturally for the introduction of a
new song, as when the song relates to the teaching vmit the
department is using or when some play situation invites it.
At other times the stage can he set artificially hy eonversaticn
or hy a story or picture. Hew songs should not always he Intro-
d\;^ed in the s&ae way. The story offers many opportunities for
using songs with a group of children. Stories about home,
Jesus and the children, the sunshine and rain, the children's
pets, or special days call for appropriate songs. Sometimes
the ehildreii will want to act out the parts of the song and he
trees, raindrops, or birds. Stories may be told in song, and
although these will not be sung for the children to learn, they
will enjoy listeaing and the variation will add new interest to
both the story and the song. Pictures can also be used as a
means of introducing a song. A special picture will call for
^. Ada iiart Arlitt, Psychology of infancy pid Early
milldhood. (third edition; Kew Tork: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
inc., lS^6), p. 313.
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a special song ^cl the pictures caa be made available so that
the children may choose the picture and corresponding song that
they want. It is also posBlble for different lines of a song
to be illustrated with different pictures. A teacher with in
itiative and originality will be able to think of many new ways
in which to introduce songs to the children. In the preschool
d�^>artment a s<mg will need to be used several times before it
beccmies the children's own. It is best that the teacher intro
duce only a few songs during the year and that they be used
repeatedly as occasion arises. If a teacher introduces new songs
too frequently the children will not have time to make them
their own.
gsing songs in informal situations. Just as there are
times when the teacher will want to use songs with a group there
are also occasions when she will use them in an informal way
with two or three of the children. S<mgs are sometimes very
tiseful in motivating the conduct of the children. If two of
the children decide to play "swing" at the same time a song
such as "You take your turn, then I'll take mine,* might be
used to help bring about the action desired. Or if there is
discussion as to who should play with the blocks the teacher,
to help solve the problfta, may sing "We like our blocks, we
7, Ann sterling Boesel, Singing with Peter and Patsy.
illustrated by Pelagic Doane (New Tork: Oxford University Press,
1944), p. 13.
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share our Mocks; now we can play together."^ Songs can also
be used to help activate the children to put away their toys
�hen it is time to go home. In one nursery department ^feen the
teacher, picking up the toys, sings �I�m helping in God's house,
helping, helping,"^ the children respmd hy picking up the toys
also and singing the song along with the teaser. Children seem
to respond more quickly to suggestions made in song than they do
to suggestions that are merely ^oken. Elizabeth Shields says,
?^sic can be of aid in influencing the attitudes and conduct
of ohildrei> toward their work and toward each other as they
work,�^� Attitudes of sharing and helping are important ele
ments in one's religious development.
&on^3 may also be oou^Dled in various ways with the
children's play activities. As the teacher in the kindergarten
department sees one of the children drawing a picture of a
cdjuroh she may sing, *When to Ghuroh I Go**"^"^ Another child
may be drawing flowers and a song such as "God Makes the Pretty
Flowers Grew* will add new meaning to the experience. There
8. Agnes Kennedy Holmes, editor. Story Hour Sonets, for
children from three to eight years of age (gashville: Broskdman
Press, 1943), p. Zi.
9. lary l. LeBar, Patty goes to the Sursery glass (Chicago:
Scripture Press, 1945), p. 292.
10. Shields, jgg^. jgJt^* � p� 53.
11. Frances W. Canielson and Jessie 1. Moore, Three Years
pid. for the aurserv class of the church school (Bostons The
ptXgrim Press, 1936) , p. 5.
12. Mattie C. Leatherwood, editor, gongs We Sing from Three
to Six, silhouettes by Marjorie Morris (lashville: BroaHman Press,
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are many opportunities during the children's play irhen the
teacher may sake up songs that are appropriate for the aotlTrity.
*A song just at the moment when it fits into a satisfying ac
tivity adds the charm of melody, rhythm, and words to the situ-
13
atieai," Perhaps a little girl is putting her doll to sleep,
or a little boy is examining the bird's nest which has just
been brought into the room. Whatever the occasion the teacher
can create a song that will add more enjoyment to the experience.
There are many instances when the seasons and the weather will
give opporttpaity for using songs with the children. The re
sourceful teaoher will make up a song to fit the experience at
hand and through this mediiam add deeper significance to the
teaching situation. In so meaiy different ways a teaoher can
help make msic a part of the child's life if she is interested
en<mgh to try it. If the children hear their teacher singing
or hij^ing as she goes about her activities of cleaning the
fish bowl or putting the dishes away they will likely be sing
ing or humming at their activities before long. The first music
of little children is imitative and the way music Is used In
their environment Is the way In whieh it will become a part of
their lives, ^e teacher will have to use discretion, of course,
as to what sltxiations lend themselves readily to the use of a
song. If everything the teaoher says is put to music the music
will soon lose its effectiveness and meaning. But If proper
is. Helen Christiansen, cempller. Music and the Young
(Washington, D.C: Association for Childhood Education,
1936y, p. 9�
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us� is made of informal music it can contribute much to the
child's enjoymnt of music and to the deyelopment of his re
ligious life.
Using worship songs. Worship songs for children are
songs "throng which they express a genuine feeling of near
ness to God and through which they eatress themselves in prayer
14
to a loving heavenly Father.* An effective preschool teaoher
in the church school is one who sees the religious significance
of the normal experiences of the children. She can take these
experiences and use them to bring about moments of worship
which find expression in song. There are many instances when
nature stories or objects of nature can lead to times of worshjip
whieh find expression In a song thanking God for the beautiful
things He has put In our world. If a little lunch Is searved In
an extended church-school session the children all participate
m a moment of worship as a thank-you prayer to God Is said for
the food. This Is a definite place where prayer can be used
with the children, but more often there will be no formal times
for prayer. Prayer with preschool children should be spon
taneous and ean occur whenever a situation devel^s In which
prayer seems natural. The teacher will be watching for moments
of worship In which she can have prayer and In this way make
prayer a normal part of many different situations. The experi
ence of giving may provide a moment of worship for the child.
'
14. Shields, og.. cit., p. 61.
As eaeh child contributes the money he has brought the teacher
�ay sing the song �I*m giving, because I love Jesus,* and in
this way put meaning into the act of giving. This method can
be used if each child contributes his money as he comes in*
or if the money is collected later from the grottp as a whole*
�By making the early relations of giving a happy, satisfying one
we may increase the likelihood that it will be strengthened*
If the teacher attaches sc^e significance to the experience of
giving instead of passing over it as a mere routine she will
be taking advantage ef another opportunity to help the ohild
in his religious development. Experiences of worship play a
vital part In the child's spiritual development. "Music Is,
for childhood at least, the most effective stimulus to worship
as well as Its most natural mode of expression.*
Various Usee of Instrumental Music
Im the presehool departments of the church school there
are importunities for using InstriiBaental music as well as for
using songs. Music for appreciation, rhythms, and rhytlto instru
ments all have something to contribute to the life of the child
which makes their Inclusion In the church-school program valid.
Music for appreciation. Children need to hear good music
15. Mary Alice Jones, The Faith of Our Children {Hew
York: Ablngdon-Cokesbury Press^ 1943), p. 35.
-
16. Edith Lovell ^lomas, 4 First Book ig^ Hymns and
Worship (Hew York: The Abingdon Press, 1922) , p. xl.
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aad beccmie familiar with it because one's taste for music is
determined largely by what is fsuailiar. The more music of the
best type that a ohild hears in his early years the more likely
he will be to <^oose that music when he is older. A period of
listening to good music in the church-school session will help
the child develop an appreciation of the best music. "The
music which the very young child hears should be of the quality
that will quiet him and at the same time, without overstimu
lation, make him feel the greatness of the art.*"*"^ ^ere is
a spiritual beauty in good music that needs to become a part
of the child's environment. As the child listens to the right
kind of music the right kind of emotions will be aroused and
he will be stimiilated to wholesome mesuns of expression. If the
pieces selected are to become familiar to the children they
should be short ^d repeated often. A phonograph is the best
instrument to use for playing the music and in many cases the
most convenient. The many good records available today make
it possible for even the smallest church school to have ad-
viuatages that would not be possible if they had to depend on
their own pianist. It is sometimes nice to have a good pianist
play a piece for the children's listening time, or it may be
that a good violinist is available who will come once in a while
to play a few eeleotions. There are numerous possibilities for
music appreciation that the preschool teacher can use If siie
17. satis H. Coleman, Your Child's Music (Hew York: The
John Day Company, 1939), p. 94.
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is honestly trying to give the children an opportunity for en
joying the heat that there is in music.
There are different times diiring the session when music
for appreciation can be used with the children. The teacher
may have a music appreciation time and gather all the children
around the phcaiograph to listen to a selection that she has
ehosen. She may want to prepare the children for the experience
by telling them what to listen for in the piece, or by telling
them what the music is supposed to represent. She may also let
the children tell her what they hear in the music. Preeehbol
children should not be expected to listen for a long period of
tlBie or the value of the experience will be lost. The more
experiences they have in listening the more their listening
ability will increase. The music for appreciation should be
simple in character and it should have a strong, well-marked
rhytl^. "While it is desirable that the music should arouse
childlike motions, yet the teacher must guard against over-
Stimulating the child.* instrumental musie can also be used
with the children as they have their rest period. Soft, quiet
music such as Brahams� Lullaby or Sweet and Low will help the
children relax and it is important for children to acquire the
habit of relaxing when awake. The music would not have to be
played continuously throiighout the entire rest period, but if
is. Josephine C. Foster and Seith 1. Headley, Education in
the yfndergarten (Hew York: American Book Company, 1936), p. 2207
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played at the beginning of the time it will be a help In getting
the ohildren into a mood for rest. Oooasionally the children
may enjoy making a trip into the church sanctuary, when it is
not being used, to listen to the organist play a short piece
that they can i^reciate.
These few suggestions do not Include all the possibilities
for music appreciation that are open to the preschool teacher,
but are cmly a few examples of what can be done by a teacher
vim Is Interested In having her children hear and leam to sp-^
preeiate good music.
Rhythms. There are several advantages in using rhytfcanic
responses In the preschool department of the church school. Two
of these advantages are: *Flret, the development of motor controls
through �arefully plaimed and appropriate exercises. Second, the
development of social values throiigh participation in gxtmp
activity.*^� There may not be much time In the church-school
progr^ for expeTiments with rhythms, but a certain amount of
time used for "Oils purpose 7^111 have its value for ^e children.
One way for the teacher to emphasize rhythm In the pre
school program Is the Incidental method. There are many ac
tivities m whi^ the children participate that have definite
rhythm patterns, and a teacher who Is a enable pianist can
19. Alice G. fhoxn^ Music for Youn^ Children, cited by
Anna Freelove Betts, Thg. Nursery ghild ^ Jhe Church School ,
(Hew York: The Abingdon Press, 1930 ) , p. 94.
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catch the rhyths of those activities and put it to music,
^ere is music with a rhythm that matches that of the swiag
as the child goes up and down. Another child may be walking
or running around the room and the teacher can e^hasize that
rhythm by singing or playing an accompaniment to his movements.
By thus emphasizing the ihythm of their various activities the
teacher can help them becme aware of the contrast of movement
in various types of music. But this method of acquainting the
child with different forms of rhytha� must not become something
artificial or imposed. It must bear some relation to the ac
tivity of the moment if it is to be enjoyed by the ohildren.
Another method the teacher can use to emphasisse rhythm
Is to plsua for a rhythm time when all the children participate
if they will. As a preparation for the period the chairs and
toys should be cleared out of the path the children will be
taking. Then the teacher can go to the piano and play Bome
piece of music that has a marked rhythm pattern. Some of the
children will gather aroiind the piano and the teacher will ask
thm how the music makes them feel. Perhaps none of them will
volunteer a response atnd the teacher can suggest that It sounds
like a gauging horse or a tip-toeing fairy. If the children
are going to leam to recoil ?;e that a certain rhytlm calls for
a certain response, they saist leam thTov^ experience. If tfe^
teacher Introduces the music by saying *now we are going to
hop" the children will hop merely because they were told to
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without realizing that the rhythm of the music is telling them
to hop. When the teacher first begins to use rhythm responses
in her church-school department she may have to play the music
and then offer definite suggestions as to how the music makes
her feel before the children will give any response at all. But
after the experience becomes more familiar she can play a piece
and ask the children what it is telling them to do. Or she may
play two pieces and ask them which one so\mds like a horse
trotting, or a bunny hopping, fhe children may want to clap
out the music with their hands instead of responding with their
feet. Perhaps they will even use some rhythaa instrxaienta that
will be mentii^ed later in the chapter, fhe rhythm activity peri
od need not always be the sa^e from one church-school session to
another, for variety will help the children in their development
of motor control and ability to participate in group activity.
The best rhythms to use with the children in the preschool
department are the march, the run, the gallop, the swing or
skate, and the skip. Skipping rhythms will not be used with
the children In the nursery department because the act of skipping
Is too complicated a response for children much under five. But
the ohildren In the kindergarten department will enjoy sklppli^
to music. Morgan brings out the fact that both *Hegro and
white childr@Q do better in fast rhythms than in slow ones.
The slow, controlled type of laovement does not yield easily
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to rhytliaio patterns.*
As the teacher hegine to use rhythms with the children
she should make it clear that all are to go in the same direction
and that when the music starts they start, and when it stc^s
they stop. It will avoid much confusion later if this is made
definite at the beginning. In the rhythm period the teaoher
should be careful to follow an active rhythm with one that is
quiet and less strenuous. After a period of running or aaroh-
ing the children may stand still while the teaoher plays a
piece that will make them want to respond as trees swaying in
the wind or a mother rocking her baby to sleep, the teacher
should guage the length of the period by the previous rhythm
experiences of the children and by the length of time during
which the children find enjoirment in the activities. Th� period
should not last until they are overstimulated or overtired.
Rhythm Instruments. In the preschool departments of
the church school there Is not the use for rhythm Instruments
and rhythm bands that there seems to be In public nursery schools
and kindergartens. But rhythm instruments offer variety for
rhythmic expression and can- be used to a limited degree. Bs-
cause there are usually other classes near-*by, the instr\iments
that are chosen by the teacher to be used with the children
should be those that make as little noise as possible. Saa'.l
20. John J. B. Morgan, Ohild fsyohology. third edition
(Hew York: Rinehart & Company, Inc. ,1946), p. 155.
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sleigh belle, rattles, and rhyths sticks lend themselves to
a variety of uses and would be much more aooeptable than metal
gongs or loud-sowiding dr\ims, the children like to experiment
with making rhytiaas of their own and they also enjoy interpret-*
ing with the instruments a rhythm whi<ai ,is played on the piano
or phonograph. The teacher should keep a close watch on the
period when the inatnsBsnts are being used to see that the
ohildren are using them to acoompli^ the purpose for which
they are intended and not merely- turning the period into a time
for making noise. Correct guidance on the part of the teacher
will make this period one nhich is looked forward to and en
joyed by the children.
To suamiarlze, one <mn say that there are many different
uses for musie in the preschool d^artments of the church school.
The one principle to keep in mind when using music with the
^ildren is its relatednesn to the situation in ?rhich. the group
finds itself. Using music -J^ith a groiip or with individuals
can have much meaning for the children and can make a distinct
contribution to their religious development if that music is
appropriate for the occasion used at the right moaent. n>exe
are a variety of ways in which songs can fee used with the children's
activities if the teacher is alert and looking for opportunities
to introduce music into the curriculum of the department, "he^e
are also values In using instrumental music, and its inclusion
in the preschool pro-am will add variety and interest for the
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children; Using music with preschool children in the church
school offers many adrantages for the children, and the ef
ficient teacher will use it because of the rich contribution




Thrcmi^Qut this thesis an attempt has been made to show
that musio has m\i^h to contribute to the religious development
of the presehool child if the music meets certain standards
which are set in accords^ce with the needs and capacities
of young children. *To the church school falls the chief re-
^onsihility for using musio in the religious development of
the child, and beoause this responsibility falls to them the
workers in the church school should make an attei^t to under
stand the presehool child so that they may use this medi^sa most
effectively. *Only as we know the situation in i^ich the ohild
finds himself, know his possibilities and his hopes, can we
expeet t� direct hie life to worth while ends.***
Music is the Gild's natural heritage and he needs It
in his ehureh-sehool environment as well as his home environ
ment. It provides him with a wholesome means of expression for
his emotions. It gives him an opportunity to develop physical
eoordlnation, it helps him In social adjustment as he shares
it with the other children, and it exerts a spiritual influence
vspm^ him whie^ helps to satisfy one of his basic needs. Children
1^ Elisabeth McEwen melds, yueic in the Religious Growth
�f Childrea Itor Tork? ijfei�gd�a-C@kesbury Press, 1943), p. 27.
imB&msr E. Roorbach, Teaching Children in the Small
Church (Hai^villej The Methodist fubli shing House, 1946), p. 11.
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need to learn how to worship God, and musie is not only one of
the hest mediums for hringing about an atmosphere of worship,
but it is also one of the best means for expressing the love
and praise of a worshipful heart. Through music a child's
religious concepts may be enriched and developed. It is the
responsibility of the preschool teacher to choose those songs
and musical selections that will be most helpful in the religious
development of her children. The fact that �The child is wax
to receive and granite to retain* should challenge the teacher
to do her best in att^pting to imderstand and meet his needs
in the most effective way possible.
fhe musical ability of the preschool child is a result
of both inheritaaice and environment. S^ren the small baby seems
to have some capacity for the enjoyment of music, and he ex
presses himself musically in many different ways.
But as he
grows older he needs to hear music
and have opportunity for
musical expression within his environment if he is to develop
that capacity to its fullest degree. The teacher in
the church-
school environment should be familiar with
the factors upon
which learning is dependent as she provides musical experiences.
Maturation, imitation, memory, and repetition
are all elements
m the process of learning which play
a vital part in the last-
ing effect of the experiences. "Material
which has been well
3. Shields, eg.* �li* � P � ^-^ �
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learned in early obildhood, iifeleh has pleasant associations,
and against w^ieh. there have "been directed no attempts at re
pression may be retained with accuracy for long periods of
time,�*
The musioal ability of the child shows itself in the way
in which the child re^onds to the musie. The rhythm of the
musie has the most appeal, and the first response of the child
is to this movement in the music. I^ater he responds to the
tone of the music and enjoys the activity of singing. The
singing experience should be on� in which the child finds en
joyment and those scmgs which he sings should be written for
his natural voice range, which is from middle C to G an octave
above. Ohildren oftm experiment with sounds and create little
msical pieces of their own. Freedom in physical activity and
heightened �motional feeling frequently call forth spontaneous
music among children.
If the preschool teacher is to choose Intelligently those
s^gs which will have the most meaning for the child she should
be fi^llar with his language development, comprehension, and
those religious concepts which are within his ability to imder-
stand* The vocabulary of the preschool child consists of those
words which he uses In his every day conversation and those words
i^lch he understands but does not use. His vocabulary increases
4. John J. B. Morgan, Child Psychology (third edition,
Hew York: Rinehart & Company, Inc. , 1946), p. 367.
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as he is latrt^tuced to new objects and experiences. Ohildren
of this age are very concrete In their thinking and do not
understand g�aeralizations or words that are symbolical, in
the light of this fact teachers should notice how religious
�excepts are expressed in the music they use with the children.
The concept of God can have much meaning for the preschool child
if the child is led to think of God as a loving heavenly Father
who loves and (mres for him. Children should hear stories and
sing songs of Jesus, their best Friend, and should be introduced
to the concept of Jesus as the Son of God. The preschool child
should see the Bible used in such a way that he will coaae to
think of it as a special book in which he will find hie favorite
etoriee of God ^d Jesus. The concept of prayer can be meaning
ful to him if he is led to understand that God exists and hears
him when he prays altho\:igh Ood cannot be seen.
Many of the songs in use in the preschool departments of
the church school today are not songs which have been written
for the child or songs which are .within his ability to under
stand. They use words and phrases which are symbolical or out
side the range of his experiences. *1Siat we try to acc<�splish
through education at any growth level should be in keeping with
the individual's capacities and potentialities at that level.
5. Arthur T. Jersild, Ohild Development and the Curriculum
(Uew York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1946), p. 8.
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recent years as a result of tiie new interest in tlie preschool
child many songs have heen written especially for use with
children of that age. In choosing a song for use with preschool
Children one should ask these questions about it� "Are the words
good, are they meaningful to the child, is the music si^le,
is it melodious, and is it in good formt*^ If it measures up
to these qualifications for both words and music the teacher
will find that it offers meaning and enjoyment for the child.
Music c^ be used in the preschool departaaents of the
church school in many different ways. Songs can be used with
groups of ohildren or with individuals. A singing time pro
vides an enjoyable group experience for the children, and as
the songs are repeated again and again the children absorb the
irords and melody and make them their own. Songs can also be
\ised to help motivate conduct. Often their use leads to ex
periences of worship and through them the child finds a means
of expression for those moments of worship. Other forms of
music such as pieces for appreciation, rhythms, and rhythm in-
stnaaents also have their use in the preschool departments.
As a result of the investigation that has been made in
this thesis it can be concluded that music does have a contri
bution to make to the religious development of the preschool
child. But the music cannot be Just any type of music. It must
6. frothy D. %ith, "Informal Use of Music,** Child
Quidance in Christian Living. 6:546, December, 1947.-
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meet specific Qualifications if its use with children of this
age is to be effective. These qualifications apply both to
the words snd the music of the stmgs, and to the instrumental
selections. If the teaoher keeps before her these standards
for preschool music and tries to choose that musio which will
have the most meaning for the child and which will provide the
right spiritual influences, she will be making a deep and vital
ccntrlbutltm to his present and future religious development.
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